Analytical, numerical, and experimental studies of volume and surface-field coupling in planar metal periodic surface lattice (PSL) structures superimposed on dielectric substrates with a metallic backing (PSLDM) are presented. We show the formation of frequency-locked PSLDM-coupled eigenmodes and unlocked surface-field resonances (PSL without substrate). These experimental observations are in excellent agreement with theoretical and numerical predictions. For the first time, the derivation of a field coupling coefficient α is demonstrated. By comparing theoretical and numerical dispersions, we obtain α. Detailed analysis of possible scattering mechanisms and dispersive behavior in subwavelength "effective metadielectric" PSLs is shown. The theory and measurements presented in this paper are applicable over a broad frequency range from optical frequencies to THz and are fundamental to the innovation of high-power short-wavelength sources, solar cells, and alternative subwavelength absorbers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in nanofabrication have stimulated renewed widespread interest in artificial surface materials that can exhibit unique electromagnetic (em) characteristics not otherwise observed in nature and dependent on their specific subwavelength structure. Unusual and intriguing phenomena, for instance, metamaterials with a high refractive index [1] , negative permittivity [2] [3] [4] , negative permeability [5] [6] [7] , negative phase and group velocity at optical frequencies [8] , and artificial magnetism [7, [9] [10] [11] have been reported, leading to the realization of alternative and exciting applications including perfect lensing [12] and em cloaking [13] . Coupling of em fields in Periodic Surface Lattice (PSL) structures is another desirable property currently under intensive investigation [14] [15] [16] [17] . Despite having a shallow subwavelength corrugation, these PSL structures do not satisfy the strict definition of a metadieletric. Instead, we consider such PSLs as high-impedance surfaces (with a finite depth) or "effective metadielectrics."
One inherent feature of the PSL structures is their capacity to support both volume and surface fields. Under * a.d.r.phelps@strath.ac.uk
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optimum conditions, PSLs facilitate the coupling of volume and surface fields to produce a single high Q eigenmode. Interaction of this "effective metadielectric" eigenmode, for example, with an appropriate electron beam, is fundamental to the innovation of high-power radiation sources [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Unlike conventional microwave sources where the interaction region's size is limited by the operating wavelength, the proposed mode-coupling method supports single-mode operation in a large PSL cavity promising enhanced output power capabilities that can be exploited within a number of applications including perfect field absorbers [20] , imaging [21] [22] [23] , communications [24] astronomy, spectroscopy [25, 26] , particle beam diagnostics [27] , particle acceleration [28] , and solar cells [29] . The concepts we develop in this paper are independent of frequency and are relevant to many branches of physics that utilize em-field coupling [30] and wave-matter interactions. The "proof-of-principle" coupling is applicable to devices incorporating different types of gain media, including semiconductor materials, typically used in condensed matter physics.
For cylindrical metallic PSLs compatible with an electron beam, the scatterers are synchronized by a near cut-off TM 0,T volume mode [14, 15] . The fundamental "proof-of-principle" coupling of volume and surface modes is demonstrated using PSLs with simpler planar geometry mounted on copper-backed substrates. The structures are based on printed circuit boards (PCBs) composed of a 35-µm-copper coating on both sides of a commercial fiberglass-epoxy (FR-4) composite with relative permittivity ε r = 4.3. Planar PSLs are etched into the top copper layer using a chemical etchant to remove the copper coating in defined regions exposing the FR-4 substrate to form the lattice cells, as photographed in the inset of Fig. 1 . Instead of using a cut-off volume mode as in the cylindrical geometry, lattice synchronization is delivered via a Fabry-Perot configuration with the PSL and copper-backing plate in place of mirrors (Fig. 1) . Clearly, the conversion between the PSLs of planar (not intended for deployment within an electron beam) and cylindrical geometries is possible using conformal mapping. For the first time, the detailed derivation of a coupling coefficient α, which governs the eigenmode's dispersive properties and is required in applications, is presented. Evaluation of α involves carrying out a complex integral mode coupling calculation and a good estimation of α is obtained by comparing the theoretical (developed for a cylindrical PSL and also applicable to a planar PSL in the case of a large radius) and numerical models. Agreement between theory, modeling, and experimental measurements is reported in this paper.
II. THEORY
The PSL's eigenfield for the case of an oversized cylindrical PSL can be described as a superposition of a welldefined TM 0,T volume field and high-order TMm ,n surface fields. This theory is also applicable to planar PSLs based on the assumption that the mean radius of the cylinder r 0 is large in comparison to the operating wavelength (r 0 λ), which is made throughout this analysis. Lattice synchronization is obtained by launching a near-cut-off symmetric TM 0,T volume mode (where T and 0 are the numbers of radial and azimuthal variations, respectively) through the structure, or in the case of planar geometry, by exciting a Fabry-Perot standing plane wave that exists between mirrors 1 and 2 ( Fig. 1 ) due to scattering of the surface currents. The cylindrical PSL can be substituted for a smooth waveguide with a fictitious magnetic surface current density j m (symbols in bold font indicate 3-vectors) in place of the corrugation to describe field coupling or scattering. Assuming r 0 is large, the theory developed for a cylindrical PSL is also relevant to the study of an equivalent planar PSL. From Maxwell's curl equations, ∇ 2 H = −ω 2 εμ H + iωεj m where ε = ε r ε 0 and μ = μ r μ 0 denote, respectively, the permittivity and permeability in the "effective metadielectric" material. In the theoretical study, we take ε r = 1 and μ r = 1 in the case of vacuum. When r 0 λ op and providing the corrugation r is suitably shallow, ( r λ op ), the PSL's eigenfield can be described as a superposition of waveguide modes (where the volume and surface modes have real and imaginary transverse wavenumbers, respectively). The transverse electric E and magnetic H fields are expanded as a sum of the waveguide modes
, allowing the field inside the finite cylinder to be described as a slow wave envelope filled with fast varying terms. The field inside the structure is decomposed as a set of eigenfields, where C q (z) and D q (z) are the slowly varying magnetic and electric eigenfield amplitudes, respectively.
Equations (1a) and (1b) describe the structure's fields in their general form and volume and surface field amplitudes are introduced later in the theory. To succinctly describe the field distribution inside, it is sufficient to define only the magnetic fields as the electric fields can be derived from them. The total power transmitted through the structure is defined by integrating the Poynting vector (1/2)(E × H * ) over the cylindrical cross section. This treatment is restricted to consider only the near cut-off volume mode (ω ≈ ω v 0 ) for which k z → 0 and λ z → ∞. In the case of a planar system, the structure is assumed to be infinitely large and edge effects are neglected. In practice, however, some detuning from the ideal situation where ω = ω 0 exists due to the structure's finite length. E × H * is implicitly defined by multiplying both sides of Eq. (1a) by the complex conjugate of the transverse magnetic cut-off mode (H * q ). Separating ∇ 2 into its transverse and longitudinal components and substituting the Helmholtz equation
2 )H q = 0 for the localized volume and surface fields into H *
where q denotes the near cut-off volume mode. Imposing the orthogonality condition S ⊥ H q · H * q dσ = 0 if q = q and integrating over the waveguide's cylindrical crosssection S ⊥ , where dσ is the differential element of the surface area, gives the normalized wave equation. Small diffractive and Ohmic losses are considered by introducing detuning parameters. Here, we introduce detuning between the variable frequency ω and the system eigenfrequencies ω 0 and ω We note thatδ can be complex and its imaginary part describes the losses.
is the wave norm for the volume (v) and surface (s) modes, for which the "−" and "+" signs apply, respectively. The integral S ⊥ H q · H * q dσ denotes a closed surface integration with the boundaries defined by the smooth boundaries of the unperturbed waveguide.
Due to the structure's periodicity, it is possible to express the slowly varying surface field as a com- where B n s is the amplitude of the surface field's n s harmonic. Likewise, the volume field can be written as a complex Fourier expansion using the approximation k z,v ∼ = k z = 2π/d z , which equates the volume field's longitudinal wavenumber to that of the structure and corresponds to the case of coherent coupled eigenmode formation, that is, minimal detuning. Evaluating the second-order partial differential terms and substituting into Eq. (3) yields wave equations for the volume Eq. (4a) and surface Eq. (4b) modes.
where A n v is the amplitude of the n v harmonic of the volume field. To evaluate the righthand sides of Eqs. (4a) and (4b), we must define j m · H * q . A cylindrical PSL with sinusoidal corrugation l = r 0 + r cos (mϕ) cos (k z z) and m azimuthal variations [14, 15] is equivalent to a smooth cylindrical waveguide when the magnetic surface current boundary condition [31] . For planar geometry,mϕ is substituted withk y y wherek y = 2π/d y . Enforcing this condition gives
where E q,n and H q,τ are the normal electric and tangential magnetic field components with complex conjugates E * q,n and H * q,τ . In the case of a TM 0,T volume mode (with no normal electric field component), E q,n = 0. Separating H q,τ into its volume and surface field constituents
and expanding to include the full set of eigenmodes gives
The j m · H * q term is now integrated over the cylindrical cross section dσ , where 
A nontrivial result is obtained only when m s =m, forcing the fast oscillation terms to vanish. Based on the azimuthal Bragg condition,m = m v + m s , we establish that m v = 0, justifying the role of the azimuthally symmetric TM 0,T volume mode. The remaining fast oscillation terms are eliminated when n s = ±1. Until now, only the fundamental harmonic of the volume field has been considered. For completeness, and to provide a more thorough mathematical description of the possible scattering processes, the Fourier expansion of both fields is included, allowing different low-order values of n v and n s to be explored. We follow a similar procedure to that above, now multiplying j m · H * q by e −ik z zn v,s to describe possible coupling mechanisms involving the n v,s = 0 and n v,s = ±1, 2 field harmonics. The scattering of the n v = 0 volume field into the surface field is described by the expression
For a nonzero result after integrating, the conditions 1 − n v + n s = 0; n 1 s = n v − 1 and −1 − n v + n s = 0; n 2 s = n v + 1 must hold true, demonstrating the potential for coupling of the fundamental volume field and n s ± 1 surfacefield harmonics. Likewise, scattering between the n v ± 1 and n s = 0, ±2 harmonics is also possible. Scattering of the surface field into the volume field is investigated in a similar manner, multiplying Eq. (5) by e −ik z zn s . Expanding and neglecting the same terms as before gives the following expression after integration
This expression is comprised of two parts, the first describing the accumulation of a localized surface field (which has a dissipative effect and does not contribute to the coupling of volume and surface fields) and the second defining scattering of the surface field into the volume field. Once again, to eliminate the exponential terms and obtain a nonzero result, the following conditions must be met:
Coupling coefficients are introduced to describe the mutual resonant scattering (i.e., the volume field coupling with the surface field α vs and the surface field coupling with the volume field α sv ) leading to the following set of coupled wave equations.
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Combining these coupling coefficients into a single parameter, we define α = √ α vs α sv . Finally, new ampli-
√ α vs / √ α sv are introduced to give the following normalized coupled wave equations
where the normalized coupling coefficient α is defined as
A coupled dispersion equation incorporating α and describing the structure's coupled eigenfield [15] is derived
where is the normalized wave vector, ω e = δ 2 + 2δ +˜ 2 is a variable angular frequency, and δ = performing an integral mode calculation around the cylindrical cross section. Analytical dispersion diagrams can otherwise be obtained by treating α and as variable parameters [15] . Waveguide dimensions and Bessel roots were previously used to compute ω v 0 for the TM 0,T volume field [15] . Here, we employ a different approach, instead comparing theoretical predictions with numerical modeling.
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
Numerical simulations are performed using Computer Simulation Technology (CST) Microwave Studio's (MWS) Advanced Krylov Subspace (AKS) Eigenmode Solver [32] to simulate a single lattice cell with periodic boundaries at the corrugation. Along the y axis, boundary constraints on the tangential fields impose H τ = 0 at the corrugated surface and E τ = 0 at the metal wall. A parameter sweep is used to evaluate a specified number of eigenmodes over the phase range −2π to 2π . This solver assumes normal and uniform irradiation and does not calculate modes for a specified incident angle. A PSL with planar geometry (where the individual volume and surface fields that constitute the cavity eigenmode are unknown) is modeled and numerical dispersions are used to identify possible volume and surface field interactions. The CST MWS dispersion diagrams are compared to the equivalent (i.e., same ω v 0 , ) dispersions based on the theoretical analysis. The planar and cylindrical geometries for which the two models are developed are related by the assumption that the mean radius of the cylindrical waveguide is very large (r 0 λ). Differences between the two models, including the planar and cylindrical geometries of the PSL structures, are taken into account. For instance, just one specified volume mode is considered in the theoretical approach, whereas the CST MWS Eigenmode Solver computes a number of possible modes. Similarly, while the theoretical dispersion is solved for the fundamental volume mode, numerical calculations include the volume field's spatial harmonics. These coupled neighboring n v = ±1 harmonics modify the dispersion's gradient and overall appearance in the vicinity of θ = π (radians). Despite these differences, there are strong similarities between these dispersion diagrams. Figure 2 shows dispersion diagrams for PSL structures with a periodicity of 1.94 mm and corrugation depth r = 35 µm for (a) the planar PSLDM mounted on a 0.76-mm metal-backed FR-4 substrate (with relative permittivity r = 4.3) modeled using CST MWS and (b) a cylindrical PSL with r 0 λ solved using Eq. (12). In both instances, the volume field has ω v 0 ∼ = 286π × 10 9 (rad s −1 ) and α is treated as a variable parameter. The red traces (1, 2) of Fig. 2(a) are coupled eigenmode dispersions and the maximum (161 GHz) and minima (150, 168 GHz) frequencies of these branches indicate the positions of possible coupled-cavity eigenmodes. (12) to compare the theoretical and numerical methods. The theoretical dispersion [ Fig. 2(b) ] has minima at 148 and 169 GHz -both within ±2 GHz of the frequencies calculated by CST MWS [ Fig. 2(a) ]. Together, these dispersions predict the existence of possible coupled modes at these frequencies. Although viable coupling mechanisms may be observed in the CST MWS dispersion diagrams, in practice, losses may influence the structure's ability to support a coupled eigenmode [33] .
Recent experimental measurements of similar PSL structures show that, at low incident angles, the surface field can manifest up to 10 GHz higher than predicted from the theoretical approximation λ s ∼ = d z . The inclusion of the volume field's ±1 spatial harmonics may also modify the dispersion in this region, contributing to this disparity. Taking into account the differences in geometry, good agreement between numerical and analytical studies is obtained.
It is observed that α determines the branch separation and influences the overall appearance of the dispersion diagrams [15] . Through extensive study, it is possible to estimate α based on the characteristics and appearance of the structure's dispersion and the frequencies of the coupled eigenmodes. In the CST MWS model, α is varied implicitly by changing the corrugation depth and substrate dimensions of the PSL. Several iterations are carried out in this study and a large number of theoretical and numerical dispersions are calculated to obtain the closest match. The theoretical and numerical simulation data correlate best when Eq. (12) is solved for α = 0.45. Comparing these methods gives a value of α for the CST MWS planar PSL model. Physical aspects neglected by the CST MWS Eigenmode Solver are the Ohmic and dielectric losses associated with the copper lattice and dielectric substrate. Figure 3 shows the experimental results for a planar PSLDM with d z = 1.94 mm, mounted on a 0.76-mm copper-backed substrate (Fig. 1) and measured [34] over a range of incident angles (θ i ) using a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) at 140-220 GHz [35] . A well-defined resonance, indicative of a coupled-cavity eigenmode, is observed. This resonance is "mode-locked" at a particular frequency, located between its partial volume and surface mode constituents. In Fig. 3 , mode locking is observed for θ i = 50
IV. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
• − 70
• . The inset of Fig. 3 shows uncoupled surface-mode resonances observed in a 1.94-mm-"mesh" PSL structure with no substrate [35] . Measurements of "mesh" PSLs without substrates, used to study the surface field exclusively, show that the surface field frequency shifts down with increasing θ i . It is likely that the surface field frequency being in closer proximity to that of the volume field at higher θ i better facilitates mode coupling and coupled eigenmode formation. Importantly, this coupled eigenmode dominates over other behavior, with no resonances evident at higher frequencies (155-220 GHz). The observation of this sharp approximately −40 dB resonance at a single frequency indicates the structure's potential for use as a perfect absorber and solar cell exploitation. This "mode-locked" coupled eigenmode validates the theoretical and numerical concepts in this paper and demonstrates the principle of mode selection in a large cavity facilitating high-power radiation sources at high frequencies. Such behavior exists only when the PSL is suitably synchronized by the volume mode contained within the substrate. The structure's copper backing facilitates coupling by better synchronizing the individual lattice perturbations and increasing the cavity quality. Without this copper At low incident angles, there is a larger frequency separation between the volume and surface modes. Optimal "mode-locking" is, therefore, observed at θ i > 40
• . However, because the dispersions are solved assuming normal incidence, the experimental result is best compared to the theoretical and numerical predictions at the lowest measured angle, θ i = 30
• . The experimental eigenmode of Fig.  3 (located at 149 GHz and measured at θ i = 30
• ) correlates with both the theoretical and numerical dispersion diagrams that show clear potential for an eigenmode around this frequency. Specifically, the measured resonance shows good agreement with the minimum frequency (150 GHz) of the CST MWS dispersion [ Fig. 2(a) ] Hence, we conclude that experimental measurements of the 1.94-mm planar PSL, shown in Fig. 3 , match the theoretical and numerical predictions when α ∼ 0.45.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The phenomenon of volume and surface mode coupling is demonstrated with good overall agreement between theory, simulations, and experiment. A frequency-locked eigenmode is measured at the 140-220 GHz band for a planar PSLDM structure with a period of 1.94 mm, mounted on a copper-backed substrate. The frequency at which the coupled eigenmode is formed determines the PSL's operating wavelength and is controlled by varying the structure's parameters. Importantly, PSLs are scalable and the theory presented here is applicable over a wide frequency spectrum, from infrared to THz and beyond, enhancing the broad interest of the work. Following this "proofof-principle," the planar structures can be mapped into cylindrical metallic PSLs compatible with electron beams.
Using the method of fictitious magnetic sources, we explore some of the possible scattering mechanisms and derive a coupling coefficient, α. Theoretical and numerical dispersion diagrams successfully predict frequencies at which coupled eigenmodes are possible and give an indication of the strength of the coupling of volume and surface modes. We estimate that α ∼ 0.45 for the 1.94-mm planar PSL and this method of approximating α will be implemented in future radiation-source experiments. The ability to excite a single high Q mode in a large cavity has relevance and importance for electromagnetic radiation sources based on several media types, that is, free electron radiation sources as well as radiation emission from condensed matter gain media. These results are also applicable for radiation absorption applications such as increased efficiency solar cells and thermal panels.
